INTRODUCTION

When Exarch Levin raised the Fortress in 3135, the majority of the Republic’s citizens felt abandoned. Not those in Prefecture X, of course, since they were inside
the Fortress, but the citizens of the other nine prefectures quickly fell to the nearest aggressor. Ten years later, an entire generation of children has been born and
made citizen of whatever nation or faction controls their world. Ten years later, Devlin Stone has returned.
Ten years later, the Fortress has served.
The idea of the military withdrawal is one that every recruit learns, and every officer, whether Republic or not, knows that he or she will almost certainly be
called upon to lead one. The sacrifice of space for time, the time necessary to build powerful defenses and assemble counterattacking forces, always lays hard on
the those left behind. Our brethren outside the Fortress have paid the price, many of them the ultimate one, to give us time to rebuild the RAF, and assemble the
forces that will reclaim both the Republic and the peace.
Safe behind the Fortress, led by Devlin Stone, we have done that.
The people outside the Fortress will understand, once the walls come down and we begin the liberation. Our new regiments and battalions, inspired by Devlin
Stone himself and led by our knights and paladins, will march across the captured worlds and return the light of the Republic to our people. It is only their sacrifice
that has made this possible, and they will be made to know that we value this sacrifice by our tenacity and our ferocity in freeing them from the boots of invaders.
The expansion of the RAF has led to a renaissance of new technologies and equipment. New ’Mechs, battlesuits and vehicles have flowed from the manufactories across Prefecture X. Equipment designed and built by ComStar before its betrayal and destruction now strides across Republic worlds under our colors.
Fearsome new war machines stride out of the RISC facilities on Devil’s Rock, proving to our own citizens and our enemies both the resolve of our new military.
New combat equipment has been built. New soldiers have been trained, and officers tested. On the battlefields where the rebels of the Senate Alliance were
defeated, on the rough stones where ComStar’s outlawed Com Guards fought and died, our new military found its footing.
All of our soldiers—be they Hastati, Triarii, Principes or Stones—stand ready to reclaim the Republic. In our absence the rest of the Inner Sphere has devolved
into the same petty warfare that carried along four succession wars. If we had no other guide, the example of the decades of peace while the Republic shone would
be enough to prove the rightness of our cause.
—Paladin Janella Lakewood
12 October 3145

GAME NOTES
Technical Readout: 3145 (Republic of the Sphere) covers a wide breadth of units and equipment. To understand how these various units plug into the core BattleTech rulebooks,
it’s useful to cover how the various rulebooks interact.
Standard Rules
The Total Warfare (TW) and TechManual (TM) rulebooks present the core game and construction rules for BattleTech (BT), otherwise referred to as the standard rules. In addition, to reflect
the advancement and proliferation of new technologies, several Advanced Rules items from Tactical Operations have been reclassified as Standard Rules items for games set in the Dark Age era.
Advanced Rules
Beyond the standard rules a legion of advanced rules exists, allowing players to expand their games in any direction they desire. In an effort to bring these rules to players in
the most logical form possible, the advanced rules are contained in three “staging” core rulebooks, each one staging up and building off of the previous rules set.
Tactical Operations (TO) is the first in the “staging” advanced rulebooks. Its focus is on special situations and advanced terrain during game play, and applies directly to a game
as it unfolds on a world in the BattleTech universe.
Strategic Operations (SO) is the second “staging” advanced rulebook. It stages a player up to the next logical area of play, focusing on “in a solar system” and multi-game play.
Interstellar Operations (IO) is the third and final “staging” advanced rulebook. Players are staged up to the final level of play, where they can assume the roles of a House lord
or Clan Khan and dominate the galaxy.
HOW TO USE THIS TECHNICAL READOUT
Complete rules for using ’Mechs, vehicles, infantry, battle armor, fighters, and DropShips in BattleTech game play can be found in Total Warfare, while the rules for their construction can
be found in TechManual; some equipment is detailed in Tactical Operations. The rules for using JumpShips and WarShips, as well as their construction rules, can be found in Strategic Operations.
The following three definitions are used to clarify the various types of equipment that appear in Technical Readout: 3145 (Republic of the Sphere) and are presented in the standard
and advanced rulebooks.
Standard: most of these work with Total Warfare rules only, but some Advanced rules items may be present, requiring Tactical Operations for full effect.
Advanced: Any equipment mass produced “in universe”; must have Tactical Operations and/or Strategic Operations, in addition to Total Warfare, to use.
Experimental Rules: Any equipment not mass produced “in universe” because it is prohibitively expensive, extraordinarily sophisticated, exceedingly difficult to maintain or
simply deemed too unreliable or restrictive for widespread deployment; must have Tactical Operations and/or Strategic Operations, in addition to Total Warfare, to use.
Design Quirks
Every unit described in Technical Readout: 3145 (Republic of the Sphere) may have one or more listed positive and/or negative Design Quirks (see p. 193, SO and p. 204,
TRO: Prototypes). These quirks are included to give each design a unique flavor. Use of these quirks is optional and should be agreed upon by all players before play begins.

QUIRINUS BATTLE ARMOR
Introduced before the turn of the century,
the Quirinus battlesuit has made a name for itself as a reliable medium-weight battle armor.
It was produced on Terra and found ready markets in the former Free Worlds League territories. Many mercenaries of the early thirty-second century also accept Quirinus suits in lieu of
payment from its many users.
CAPABILITIES
Though not flashy, the Quirinus earned a
solid reputation as a trooper battlesuit. Much of
that reputation comes from its reactive armor,
which offers advanced protection against explosive damage. This resilience was one of the
reasons this armor proved so popular in the former Free Worlds, where each of the provincial
governments often retained the old League’s
penchant for missile weapons.
DEPLOYMENT
With the length of their service many instances of Quirinus suits stand out, but few
equal the exploits of the mercenary Nine-two
Commando. The Nine-two is a small group,
barely a reinforced company in size, though
they operate out of a customized Aurora-class
DropShip, the Radiance. They specialize in covert mission and special operations; their contracts never last more than a month or two, but
they command rates that an infantry battalion
would envy. On Marcus, in 3144, they earned
more than their money.
Hired by the Republic Remnant, the Ninetwo was tasked with infiltrating a pirate outpost
in Marcus’ hinterlands. Although garrisoned
by a detachment of Redburn’s VII Hastati, the
RAF forces were too light to storm the pirate
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firebase. Instead, the Nine-two’s planners chose
a night attack by the company’s Infiltrator Mk II
platoon, while the rest of the Commando pretended to attack. The bulk of the diversionary
attack would be carried out by Lieutenant Alice
O’Quinn’s Quirinus platoon, supported by the
Nine-two’s VTOL flight.
The diversionary attack began just after
dusk. The Quirinus platoon made a show of
debarking from borrowed Hastati APCs just
outside of LRM range. Several pirate JES carriers advanced and opened fire, but O’Quinn’s
platoon used cover and its reactive armor to
weather the assault. Frustrated, the JES commander called for the pirates’ reaction force,
who stormed out of the firebase to drive the
battlesuits off. As the pirates cleared the gates
O’Quinn’s platoon fell back to hidden ambush
positions while the Infiltrators were deployed
by stealthy VTOLs. The firebase radioed for help
just as O’Quinn’s Quirinus troopers struck from
ambush, supported by the Hastati. Within minutes it was over; cut off from their firebase by
its own captured defenses, the pirates fled into
the wilderness.
On Zavijava in 3142 a small group of malcontents stormed and claimed a near-empty
Standing Guard armory outside the city of
Haliwell. Displeased with the reforms to the RAF
and the Republic government under the Fortress
protocols, they took hostages and demanded
Zavijava’s government reject the changes. The
only military force left on-world was a squad of
Quirinus troopers led by Sergeant Ellie Purvis.
Pressed into service, Sergeant Purvis and her
squad responded. Within ten hours of negotiation it became clear that the malcontents were
unhinged and not listening to reason; after they

murdered one of their hostages to prove their resolve Sergeant Purvis latched her faceplate and
led her squad into the bunker where the malcontents were hiding.
Even battle armor is not impervious, and
two of Purvis’ troopers were wounded by the
crew-served weapons defending the bunker,
but in the end she and her squadmate breached
the bunker and attacked the criminals. Unwilling
to endanger the hostages, they attempted to attack the malcontents physically, but the sergeant
was forced to use her light Gauss rifle against the
ringleader, who held a child. Though nearly every
hostage suffered burst eardrums from the report
of the Gauss rifle in the enclosed space, and several were injured by ricochets and spalling, no
more were killed.
NOTABLE UNITS
Captain Alice O’Quinn: Captain O’Quinn was
promoted to XO of the Nine-two Commando
following the contract on Marcus. She has
served in Quirinus suits her entire military
career, first climbing into one as part of the
Standing Guard on Zosma. As XO she will have
considerable clout in the Nine-two, but few expect the mercenary group to purchase more
Quirinus battlesuits; though durable, they are
ill-suited to special operations.
Sergeant Ellie Purvis: Hero of Zavijava,
Sergeant Purvis and her squad were transferred to Stone’s Lament. She excelled with the
Lament, and is now assigned to Stone’s personal guard with Colonel Hopewell. She has thus
far resisted all efforts to transition her squad to
a more high-profile battlesuit.

QUIRINUS BATTLE ARMOR
Type: Quirinus
Manufacturer: StarCorps Industries
Primary Factory: Terra
Equipment Rating: F/X-X-F
Tech Base: Inner Sphere (Advanced)
Chassis Type: Humanoid
Weight Class: Medium
Maximum Weight: 1,000 kg
Battle Value:
49 [David]
42 [GL]
46 [MG]
Swarm/Leg Attack/Mechanized/AP: Yes/Yes/Yes/No
Notes: None.
Equipment		 Slots
Chassis:			
Motive System: 		
Ground MP:
1		
Jump MP:
3		
Manipulators: 			
Right Arm:
Basic Manipulator		
Left Arm:
Battle Claw (Vibro)		
Armor:
Reactive
7
Armor Value:
8 + 1 (Trooper)

Mass
175 kg
0 kg
150 kg
0 kg
50 kg
480 kg

			
Slots
Weapons and Equipment
Location (Capacity) Tonnage
Modular Weapon Mount
LA
1 (1)
10 kg
David Light Gauss Rifle (20)
—
1
100 kg
Grenade Launcher (20)
—
1
100 kg
Machine Gun (50)
—
1
100 kg
Light TAG (60)
Body
1
35 kg
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JES III MISSILE CARRIER
Mass: 60 tons
Movement Type: Wheeled
Power Plant: GM 160 XL Fusion
Cruising Speed: 32 kph
Maximum Speed: 54 kph
Armor: Starshield III
Armament:
4 FarFire LRM 15 Launchers
2 GM Miniguns
Manufacturer: Joint Equipment Systems
Primary Factories: Alula Australis,
Panpour, Zebebelgenubi
Communications System: Communicator
Targeting and Tracking System: FireScan
with IndirecTrack
Joint Equipment Systems’ missile carriers
have redefined the role of the classic LRM and
SRM carrier on the battlefield, but both the JES
and the JES II suffered from drawbacks. In an attempt to find a middle ground, JES released the
JES III just before the Blackout. Since then, the
wheeled tank has proven a reliable and rugged
support vehicle.
CAPABILITIES
With four launchers capable of putting
a combined spread of sixty missiles in the air
at once, the JES III is a powerful combatant.
Though its only secondary weapons are a pair
of machine guns, the relative rarity of its solitary deployment makes these deficiencies less
threatening. What more than makes up for its
limitations, however, is its ease of maintenance.
Whatever lessons Joint Equipment Systems
learned building their earlier carriers paid dividends with the JES III.
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DEPLOYMENT
JES carriers appear in almost every military, and since the Blackout and—even more
so—the Fortress, they have seen heavy combat. JES IIIs, specifically, have become feared
headhunter units. Savvy tacticians have been
withholding the JES III’s firepower until they
have unmasked the enemy commander. Once
marked, often with a Narc beacon, the JES III—
or IIIs—saturate that commander with LRMs.
During the battle for Robinson, a detachment of Combine JES carriers—six IIIs and two
Is—allowed its main force to move ahead while
it circled around the engagement on a tangent.
The chu-i in charge was guessing at which direction the AFFS forces would withdraw if the
main Combine force defeated them. Forty minutes later, the two JES Is on picket duty told him
he’d judged right: three battered AFFS ’Mechs
were approaching. Sending the tactical carriers to draw them in, he held his six JES IIIs in
hull-down hides. Within minutes the landscape
rocked with the sounds of missile warheads exploding as the two light, fast carriers drew the
Davion ’Mechs in. When they were all inside the
fire basket, the six JES IIIs fired. Within three barrages all three Davion ’Mechs were down.
Not every commander recognizes the limitations of the JES carriers, however. In combat
on Alioth as that world fell to Clan Wolf, a militia
commander ordered his six JES IIIs into the main
line of battle. As Wolf ’Mechs charged forward,
the senior JES commander ordered his tanks
backward, trying to hold the range open. He
was countermanded by the militia commander, who ordered them to stay in rank with the
rest of the tanks. When the Wolf ’Mechs closed
inside the JES’ minimum range, all six were savaged and destroyed. Though approximately a
quarter of the JES crewmen survived, both the

senior militia officer and the JES commander
were killed. Clan Wolf, disgusted by the idiocy
of the tactics, claimed no bondsmen from that
battle, instead relegating all their captives into
the laborer caste.
VARIANTS
Though relatively young, the JES III has
absorbed several variants from the pressures
of the near-constant combat around the
Inner Sphere. Joint Equipment Systems offers
models armed with multi-missile launchers,
Thunderbolt launchers, and a model that sacrifices its machine guns for improved speed.
There is even a C3-equipped variant.
NOTABLE UNITS
Chu-i Entoshi Ransom: Chu-i Ransom commanded the JES detachment on Robinson. Despite his
success, he was almost disciplined upon his return
to the Combine encampment for disobeying orders. It was only the three Davion MechWarriors
tied to the turrets of three of his JES IIIs, and the
presence of all eight of his tanks, that kept his
tai-i from charging him. In the following battles
Ransom showed similar prescience and, after the
final Combine victory on-world, was rewarded
with a promotion to company commander in the
forming Robinson garrison.
Corporal Elath Tor: Corporal Tor is a JES III gunner assigned to the Thirteenth Hastati Sentinels.
In a vehicle that is noted for dual gunners, Tor is
famous for never allowing his secondary gunner to fire anything except the machine guns—
even in training. When asked about his practice,
he merely shrugs. His commanders tolerate his
proclivities, though, because he shows uncanny
accuracy with his missiles.

JES III MISSILE CARRIER
Type: JES III
Technology Base: Inner Sphere
Movement Type: Wheeled
Tonnage: 60
Battle Value: 1,037

Weapons and Ammo
4 LRM 15
Ammo (LRM) 48
2 Machine Guns
Ammo (MG) 100

Equipment			Mass
Internal Structure:			
6
Engine:
160		
4.5
Type:
XL Fusion
Cruise MP:
3
Flank MP:
5
Heat Sinks:
10		
0
Control Equipment:			
3
Power Amplifier:			
0
Turret:			3
Armor Factor:
128		
8
		
Armor
		
Value
Front
40
R/L Side
21/21
Rear
20
Turret
26

Notes: Features the following Design Quirk: Easy to
Maintain, Improved Targeting (Long Range).

Location
Turret
Body
Front
Body

Tonnage
28
6
1
.5
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CLR-03-O CELERITY
Mass: 15 tons
Chassis: S-Equus Omicron Endo Steel
Power Plant: Republic 240 XXL
Cruising Speed: 172 kph
Maximum Speed: 259 kph, 345 kph with
MASC
Jump Jets: None
Jump Capacity: None
Armor: Strasbourg Armaments Type 3
Armament:
2 tons of pod space
Manufacturer: RAF Manufacturing Center
Providence
Primary Factory: Terra
Communications System: ComStar Remote
Link Theta
Targeting & Tracking System: Iota-Luminus
TCKM
One of the aspects of Fortress Republic
was a widespread upgrade and amplification
of the RAF’s warfighting technology, including
the resurrection of long-abandoned technology such as the Celerity drone ultralight first
deployed by ComStar during the Jihad.
CAPABILITIES
RAF engineers have taken ComStar’s Celerity
and made it even more powerful a tool. Faster
than the Federated Suns’ ultralight Prey Seeker,
the new Celeritys enjoy OmniMech flexibility and
a host of mission profiles, from fast electronic
interdiction to reconnaissance and even rapidresponse combat interdiction. Limited only by
the range of its drone control, it offers unprecedented capabilities for fixed installations.
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DEPLOYMENT
Celeritys are rarely seen away from fixed installations, though a small number have been
slipped through the Fortress in spoiling raids

such as those conducted by the Rhodes Project
equipment. Each of these machines is carefully
disguised to appear as a pre-Republic Com
Guard machine, though so little often remains
of destroyed Celeritys this is rarely a problem.
Stone’s Fury has been experimenting of
late in exercises with several packs of Celerity
ultralights. The many towns and villages of
Liberty still retain a simmering hotbed of antiexarch resentment, and the swift Celerity offers the Fury many chances to refine doctrine
without exposing the drones to heavy combat.
Of particular note is the way in which the Fury
is using the OmniMech drone to keep tabs on
the resistance.
Even without its MASC the Celerity is almost as fast or faster than most VTOLs. By rotating ’Mechs with different configurations, the
Fury has become adept at tracking (with the
C configuration) resistance movements and
then interrupting (with the B configuration)
their communications. Several smaller cells
have even been taken out with the D and E
configurations.
Local reports of Celerity usage in the
Dominion, the Combine and the Confederation
show that few, if any, of those realms’ officers even understand what they’re seeing.
Intercepts show they’re reporting contact with
Word of Blake units, pirates, even Homeworld
Clan advance scouts. Though the danger of
discovery is great, the effects are too powerful to cease sending Celeritys and other drones
through the Fortress.
VARIANTS
Decades of development work has gone
into the Celerity OmniMech, but a number of the
earlier versions still see service. The Com Guards
maintained a small cadre, though most of those
were destroyed along with the Com Guards. The

most extreme variant is the 05-X, which uses
MASC, a supercharger and special spikes to create a truly fearsome suicide rammer.
NOTABLE UNITS
Sergeant Nicholas Villanova: Sergeant
Villanova is the lead Celerity pilot in Stone’s
Fury, recognized by his peers as the best drone
pilot they’ve ever seen. In simulated combat
he’s defeated six of the eight regular Revenant
pilots with ramming attacks, and has been seconded twice to raiding parties sent out aboard
Duat-class DropShips. He prefers the D configuration, and shows little flair for the traditional
MechWarrior rivalry, but his skills at moving his
drone from up to eighty kilometers away are
impossible to dispute.
Type: Celerity
Technology Base: Inner Sphere (Advanced)
Tonnage: 15
Battle Value: 187
Equipment			Mass
Internal Structure:
Endo Steel		
1
Engine:
240 XXL		
4
Walking MP:
16
Running MP:
24 (32)
Jumping MP:
0
Heat Sinks:
10 [20]		
0
Gyro (XL):			
1.5
Cockpit (Small, Drone):			
2
Armor Factor:
24		
1.5
		
Internal
Armor
		
Structure
Value
Head
3
4
Center Torso
5
5
Center Torso (rear)		
1
R/L Torso
4
4
R/L Torso (rear)		
1
R/L Front Leg
3
1
R/L Rear Leg
3
1

CLR-03-O CELERITY
Weight and Space Allocation
Location
Fixed
Head
None
Center Torso
2 XL Gyro
Right Torso
6 XXL Engine
		
1 Drone Operating System
		
4 Endo Steel
Left Torso
6 XXL Engine
		
3 Double Heat Sink
		
1 MASC
		
2 Endo Steel
Right Front Leg
2 Endo Steel
Left Front Leg
2 Endo Steel
Right Rear Leg
2 Endo Steel
Left Rear Leg
2 Endo Steel

Spaces Remaining
2
0
1

0

0
0
0
0

Notes: Equipped with Full-Head Ejection System. Features the following Design Quirks: Improved Communications, Exposed Actuators.
Fixed Equipment
Drone Operating System
MASC

Location
RT
LT

Critical
1
1

Tonnage
2
1

Weapons and Ammo
Location
Primary Weapons Configuration
TAG
H
C3 Slave Unit
H

Critical

Tonnage

1
1

1
1

Alternate Configuration A—Mixed
2 SRM 6 (iOS) (C)
Battle Value: 275

H

2

2

Alternate Configuration B
Angel ECM Suite
Battle Value: 339

H

2

2

Alternate Configuration C
Beagle Active Probe
Remote Sensor Dispenser
Battle Value: 202

H
RT (R)

2
1

1.5
.5

Alternate Configuration D
2 ER Flamers
Battle Value: 304

H

2

2

Alternate Configuration E—Mixed
Improved Heavy Medium Laser (C) H
ER Medium Laser (C)
RT
Battle Value: 919

2
1

1
1
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LMT-2R LAMENT
Mass: 65 tons
Chassis: Skobel Template 10 Endo Steel
Power Plant: VOX 325 XL
Cruising Speed: 54 kph
Maximum Speed: 86 kph
Jump Jets: None
Jump Capacity: None
Armor: Krupp 205 Light Ferro-Fibrous
Armament:
2 Magna Supernova Heavy Particle
Projection Cannons
3 Diverse Optics Sunfire Extended
Range Medium Lasers
Manufacturer: Skobel MechWorks
Primary Factory: Terra
Communications System: Skobel Wave VII
Comm
Targeting & Tracking System: Falcon 15 Watcher
Skobel presented the Lament to the RAF
a few brief years before Stone’s retirement and
the Blackout. Intended as a powerful mainline combatant in Stone’s Brigade, the Lament
is clearly an offensive-minded heavy ’Mech
designed to crush enemy BattleMechs. RAF
procurement slipped the ’Mech into the 3127
appropriations and the Senate approved, and
Laments have marched into the RAF ever since.
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CAPABILITIES
The Lament’s hard-hitting arsenal is built
around energy weapons and the radical heat sinks
that make extended engagements survivable. It
offers the same hard-hitting profile that made
the Awesome and the Warhammer such powerful attack ’Mechs during the Succession Wars, but
without those ’Mechs’ crippling heat burdens.
Fast, well-armored and enjoying a fearsome reputation, Laments serve in every regiment of Stone’s
Brigade despite unfamiliarity among technicians
with the radical heat sink system.

DEPLOYMENT
Laments serve both inside and outside
the Fortress. A number of them appear in
Redburn’s Remnant forces, where they are
prized ’Mechs often assigned to spearhead
counterassaults. In particular, one lance of
Colonel Serrano’s III Principes Guards contains
two Laments, piloted by two brothers, Stephen
and Samson Anderson.
During an attack against Dubhe by two
Trinaries of the Wolf Guards, the Andersons’ lance
moved around the main battle and advanced toward the Wolf landing zone, hoping to force them
to break contact with the rest of the Principes and
retreat. They found a vehicle Trinary waiting as LZ
guards. Though they likely had the firepower to
crush the tanks, the Wolf tankers were canny: they
stayed close enough to the DropShips to be covered by the vessels’ batteries.
The Andersons’ paired Laments moved
forward. They challenged a single Star of the
defenders to a Trial of Possession for one of the
DropShips. The Trinary commander accepted,
building a mixed Star around a Marksman tank
and a pair of Skanda light tanks. The Andersons
advanced, accepting the Skandas’ fire to close
the range with the bulk of the tanks. They ignored the Tamerlane strike sleds on the flanks
until they were close enough to fire on the trio
of tracked tanks.
Repeated heavy PPC strikes hammered
through the Marksman’s heavy armor in less than
a minute. The Andersons fired again and again,
overstressing their heat systems with repeated
flushings. By the time the Marksman’s turret
exploded off its ring, Stephen’s heat system
had failed and Samson’s left knee actuator was
locked. Still, they stumped close enough to melt
one of the Skandas before the rest of the Star
withdrew out of the Circle of Equals. The rest of
the Wolf raiding force returned a few hours later

to find one of its DropShips missing. Remnant
scouts watched for hours while the Wolves
fought the Trials of Grievance and Refusal to see
who would return aboard the ships.
VARIANTS
Several Lament variants have appeared as
Skobel works to refine its specifications. All retain
the radical heat sink system; several carry three ER
PPCs in place of the paired Magna Supernovas,
with or without C3. The most radical departure
from convention is the 4RC, which replaces the
PPCs with Clan-built improved heavy lasers.
NOTABLE UNITS
Major Dikembe Tosbani: Major Tosbani commands a special assault company of Stone’s
Fury. He and his MechWarriors—including two
Knights of the Sphere—are on a mission to
become the RAF’s most fierce attackers. They
routinely practice open-field assaults, overrun
combat and attacks against fixed positions.
Each of Tosbani’s three lances has participated
in spoiling raids outside the Fortress, including
one action against the Remnant. During that
action, Major Tosbani himself destroyed the
BattleMaster of former Knight of the Sphere
Alicia Stapleton. Stapleton survived, but feedback damage removed her from combat duty.
Lieutenant Samson Anderson: Along with
his brother Stephen, Samson pilots a Lament
with the Republic Remnant. After the action
on Dubhe, both MechWarriors were transferred
to Damien Redburn’s personal unit. Now on
Callison, they’ve become the former exarch’s
unofficial bodyguards whenever Redburn takes
to the battlefield. The Remnant’s public relations
department work hard to show the two battered
Laments in any shot with Redburn’s ’Mech.

LMT-2R LAMENT
Type: Lament
Technology Base: Inner Sphere (Advanced)
Tonnage: 65
Battle Value: 1,999
Equipment			Mass
Internal Structure:
Endo Steel		
3.5
Engine:
325 XL		
12
Walking MP:
5
Running MP:
8
Jumping MP:
0
Heat Sinks:
15 [30]		
5
Gyro (XL):			
2
Cockpit:			3
Armor Factor (Light Ferro):
211		 12.5
		
Internal
Armor
		
Structure
Value
Head
3
9
Center Torso
21
33
Center Torso (rear)		
9
R/L Torso
15
22
R/L Torso (rear)		
8
R/L Arm
10
20
R/L Leg
15
30
Weapons and Ammo Location Critical
Heavy PPC
RA
4
ER Medium Laser
RT
1
Radical Heat Sink System RT
3
ER Medium Laser
H
1
ER Medium Laser
LT
1
Heavy PPC
LA
4

Tonnage
10
1
4
1
1
10

Notes: Features the following Design Quirks: MultiTrack, Protected Actuators, Rumble Seat. Difficult to
Maintain, Non-Standard Parts.
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MAL-XT MALICE
Mass: 100 tons
Chassis: Dynamic Endo Steel
Power Plant: LTV 400 XL
Cruising Speed: 43 kph
Maximum Speed: 64 kph
Jump Jets: None
Jump Capacity: None
Armor: Durallex Heavy
Armament:
4 Mydron Excel 5SG LB 5-X Autocannons
4 Diverse Optics Sunfire Extended Range
Medium Lasers
Manufacturer: Eris Enterprises Design Group,
Dynamic Ordnance and Ammunition
Primary Factory: Capolla (Eris), Galatea
(Dynamic)
Communications System: Neil 8000
Targeting & Tracking System: Dynatec 2780
The Malice, a joint venture between
Eris Enterprises Design Group and Dynamic
Ordnance and Ammunition, entered service
just before the Blackout. A fast—so far as that
goes for a 100-ton ’Mech—assault machine, it
found instant acceptance with mercenary buyers on Galatea and RAF purchasers on Capolla.
The Fortress cut Eris off from the rest of the
Inner Sphere, but Dynamic has been selling
the Malice to mercenaries as fast as they can
be built.
CAPABILITIES
The key element of the Malice’s success is
its speed for a 100-ton ’Mech. To maintain this
advantage the Malice’s knees are protected
by Dynamic’s “demon leg” double knee. The
Mydron Excel cannons are tried-and-true weapons, backed up by proven Diverse Optics lasers,
and the ’Mech carries a thick sheath of Durallex
Heavy armor.
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DEPLOYMENT
The Malice appears in both of the Galatean
Defense Force regiments, as well as most of the
mercenary units of any quality that operate
off of Galatea. With the heavy fighting in and
around those worlds, Malices have earned quite
a reputation.
In 3144 a small mercenary company called
the Whiskey Tangos raided the Lyran world
Vindemiatrix, under contract to the Galatean
Defense League to claim a supply dump from
the LCAF. The Tangos were barely a company in
strength, two Malices supported by six Shandras
and three Behemoth II heavy tanks. Defending
the supply dump was a medium ’Mech lance
and a company of battlesuit infantry.
The Tangos used their Shandras to try and
draw the Lyrans away. The six scout vehicles
sped toward the depot and then veered off,
firing a single volley from their SRM racks to
draw attention. They succeeded in drawing the
’Mechs out of the depot, but instead of clearing the area they detected the heavy elements
of the Tangos closing. The Lyran ’Mechs barely
had time to turn around before the Malices and
Behemoths were in range. As the battlesuits ran
from the depot, the battle began.
The Malices ignored the ’Mechs after
two initial barrages, leaving the ’Mechs to the
Behemoths. Instead, they spun around and
opened fire on the approaching battlesuits at
long range. The battlesuits, lacking APCs and
charging across a cleared killing ground, suffered horrendous losses to the Malices’ submunitions. By the time they reached firing range of
their own weapons, barely a platoon and a half
was combat ready, and they were easy prey for
the Malices’ medium lasers. The Behemoths, too
heavily armed and armored to be easily overrun
by the Lyran ’Mechs, were just being pressed

back when the Tango Shandras returned, volleying missiles into the Lyran ’Mechs’ rear. The Lyrans
broke off, leaving the depot to the mercenaries.
VARIANTS
For such a young ’Mech the Malice has a
surprising number of variants. Whether upgrading two of the autocannons to LB 10-X or
swapping them for light autocannons to take
advantage of specialty ammunition, they are
all powerful machines. The most rare, the YZ,
a specialty Clan version available from Eris, is a
mixed-technology moving massacre.
NOTABLE UNITS
Nicolas Oleance: Oleance is one of the Malice
pilots in the Whiskey Tangos. A former LCAF
MechWarrior, he was chosen to lead the
Vindemiatrix raid because of his experience
with Lyran tactics. He knew the MechWarriors
would chase the Shandras, despite the physical
impossibility of catching them, because they’d
want the glory of victory to earn promotions.
Since his return he has been courted by the
Defense League to accept a position in one of
the GDL regiments, but he is holding out for offers for the entire Whiskey Tangos.
Major Sabine Westhaven: Major Westhaven
oversees three raiding parties based with the XVI
Hastati on Zollikofen, maintaining the strict discipline these squads must maintain to protect the
Fortress’ secret. She participates regularly with
them in training, often taking her YZ Malice into
the field to make certain her troopers are ready
to face the most dangerous opponents possible.
Despite repeated requests, however, she has
been denied permission to accompany any of
her raiding parties across the Fortress.

MAL-XT MALICE
Type: Malice
Technology Base: Inner Sphere
Tonnage: 100
Battle Value: 1,852
Equipment			Mass
Internal Structure:
Endo Steel		
5
Engine:
400 XL		 26.5
Walking MP:
4
Running MP:
6
Jumping MP:
0
Heat Sinks:
12 [24]		
2
Gyro:			4
Cockpit:			3
Armor Factor:
307		 19.5
		
Internal
Armor
		
Structure
Value
Head
3
9
Center Torso
31
42
Center Torso (rear)		
20
R/L Torso
21
30
R/L Torso (rear)		
12
R/L Arm
17
34
R/L Leg
21
42
Weapons and Ammo Location Critical
LB 5-X AC
RA
5
ER Medium Laser
RA
1
LB 5-X AC
RT
5
ER Medium Laser
RT
1
Ammo (LB-X) 40
RT
2
LB 5-X AC
LT
5
ER Medium Laser
LT
1
Ammo (LB-X) 40
LT
2
LB 5-X AC
LA
5
ER Medium Laser
LA
1

Tonnage
8
1
8
1
2
8
1
2
8
1

Notes: Features the following Design Quirk: Protected
Actuators.
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DUAT MILITARY TRANSPORT
The intelligence failure that was the existence of the Com Guards shook the RAF to its
core, and the eradication of this rogue force was
one of the most important efforts undertaken
after the Fortress was raised. The existence of
the Kheper and Uraeus BattleMech proved that
ComStar’s reach far exceeded anything RAF intelligence had guessed, but confirmation of the
Duat’s existence and specifications nearly led to
widespread dismissals.
CAPABILITIES
The Duat is undoubtedly one of the most
advanced DropShips in the RAF’s arsenal. It
was built to carry and supply a Level II each of
BattleMechs and battle armor, and modified
later with six oversize bays capable of carrying super-heavy ’Mechs. A suite of drone control stations offers built-in readiness to carry
Celeritys or Revenants, and the heretofore hidden nature of this vessel makes the few captured or received from NETC prized vessels for
cross-Fortress raiding teams.
DEPLOYMENT
The Duats with the First Division on
Epsilon Eridani exacted a deadly toll from the
RAF units sent to destroy them. They fired
salvo after salvo of cruise missiles into the advancing RAF, breaking their formation again
and again. Several strategists have suggested
it was this horrifying artillery fire that led to the
Hastati’s combat drop.

DROPSHIPS
54

Since their adoption into the RAF Duats have
carried many raiding parties across the Fortress.
Their unique nature—designed and built by
ComStar, for the base-six Com Guard—means
that no Inner Sphere power recognizes them
as Republic assets, not even the Remnant. That
they’re now built to carry the fruits of the Rhodes
Project make them that much more valuable.
On Small World in early 3145 a pair of
Duats breached the Fortress and landed, carrying six Poseidons and a mix of Celeritys and
Revenants. With their landing zone secured by
battle armor, the Poseidons moved off to attack
their target while drone operators aboard the
Duat used their Celeritys to scout the surrounding terrain. Whenever a suitable target was
unmasked, the DropShips fired on it with their
cruise missile launchers. These tactics—but especially the tripods—threw the Combine garrison into a panic, so much so that they never
suspected that the final three cruise missile
barrages were fired not at the Combine but at
Celeritys cut off by ECM jamming.
As the DropShips lifted for the return
to their JumpShips, a squadron of Combine
Shilones tried to intercept them. Too weak to
take on two DropShips, the Shilones contented
themselves with firing LRM barrages from extreme range, no doubt hoping to damage the
Duats’ drive. Instead, the Shilones grew increasingly frustrated as the Duats’ rear-facing laser
anti-missile systems clawed the missiles out of
space short of their targets. When they broke
off, nearly out of ammunition, barely a score
of missiles had touched the DropShips’ armor,
and two of the Shilones had been hit with longrange Gauss rifle fire.

NOTABLE UNITS
Velociraptor: Velociraptor was one of the Duats
involved in the raid on Small World in 3145.
Commanded by Captain Josephine Young,
Velociraptor is building an enviable reputation
among the RAF navy. In six missions across the
Fortress, Velociraptor has returned each time
with confirmed ground kills painted on its
cruise missile launchers. Young’s drone crews
have become adept at spotting for artillery targets with their drones, so much so that the RAF
Plans and Tactics department has sent observers to identify exactly what it is those operators
do that makes them so much more effective.
Chariot: One of the newest Duats to arrive from
New Earth, Chariot is assigned to the personal
guard company of Devlin Stone. Though Stone
himself has never traveled aboard her, Colonel
Hopewell prefers to carry his lance aboard the
DropShip whenever he travels off of Terra. A
full complement of Ares tripods is kept aboard
at all times, and the six regular ’Mech cubicles
are filled with the six deadliest MechWarriors
in the Lament. Captained by Fiona Magnusson,
a cousin of former commanding general Tina
Magnusson-Talbot, Chariot’s crew know they
may be called upon at any time to carry Devlin
Stone himself, and act accordingly.

DUAT MILITARY TRANSPORT
Type: Military Spheroid
Use: Transport
Tech: Inner Sphere (Advanced)
Introduced: 3131
Mass: 8,500 tons
Battle Value: 16,695

Notes: Equipped with 97 tons of heavy ferro-aluminum armor
and Drone Carrier Control System for six drones (5 tons).
Features the following Design Quirk: Bad Reputation.
Weapons:				Capital Attack Values (Standard)
Arc (Heat) Type		
Short Medium Long Extreme Class
Nose (198 Heat)
3 Cruise Missile/50		
150
150
150
150 Artillery
		 (60 rounds)
3 Gauss Rifles		
6 (60) 6 (60) 6 (60)
— Autocannon
		 (48 rounds)
3 MML 9 + Artemis IV FCS 6 (56) 3 (28) 3 (28)
—
MML
		 (78/66 rounds)
3 Large VSP Lasers		
4 (44) 4 (36)
—
— Pulse Laser

Dimensions
Length: 90 meters
Width: 90 meters
Height: 102 meters

Weapons:				Capital Attack Values (Standard)
Arc (Heat) Type		
Short Medium Long Extreme Class
FR/FL (85 Heat)
4 Gauss Rifles		
6 (60) 6 (60) 6 (60)
— Autocannon
		 (64 rounds)
4 MML 9 + Artemis IV FCS 6 (56) 3 (28) 3 (28)
—
MML
		 (104/88 rounds)
4 Large VSP Lasers		
4 (44) 4 (36)
—
— Pulse Laser
3 Laser Anti-Missile Systems —
—
—
— Point Defense
AR/AL (44 Heat)
4 Gauss Rifles		
6 (60) 6 (60) 6 (60)
— Autocannon
		 (64 rounds)
4 Large VSP Lasers		
4 (44) 4 (36)
—
— Pulse Laser
Aft (61 Heat)
4 Large VSP Lasers		
4 (44) 4 (36)
—
— Pulse Laser
3 Laser Anti-Missile Systems —
—
—
— Point Defense

Fuel: 100 tons (3,000 points)
Tons/Burn-day: 1.84
Safe Thrust: 4
Maximum Thrust: 6
Heat Sinks: 150 (300)
Structural Integrity: 27
Armor
Nose: 520
Sides: 505
Aft: 502
Cargo
Bay 1: BattleMech Cubicle (6)
Bay 2: Battle Armor Bay (6 Level I)
Bay 3: Foot Infantry Bay (1 Platoon)
		
Cargo (220 tons)
		
Cargo (220 tons)
		
Cargo (220 tons)
		
Cargo (220 tons)
		
Cargo (220 tons)
		
Cargo (220 tons)
Bay 4: Cargo (678.5 tons)		

1 Door
1 Door
6 Doors

1 Door

Life Boats: 4
Escape Pods: 4
Crew: 3 officers, 4 enlisted/non-rated, 10 gunners, 6 second class passengers, 88 bay personnel
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